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This report describes a study effort on the comparison, through
simulation, of the performance of four configurations of an Integrated
Maneuvering and Life Support System (IMLSS). Variations in angular and
rotational acceleration levels comprised the differences between con
figurations. Direct control in both attitude and translation was used.
Data was collected on the performance of each configuration fn,--,, one
test subject flying a sequence of four space tasks. The tasks included.
moving inspection, translating around corner, workshop excursion and
LM-CSM transfer ,_
 C.G. shifts and inertia dyadic changes were also inves-
tigated.
Martin Marietta Corporation's Space Operations Simulation facility
was used for the study. The test subject was suspended in the gimbaled
head of the six-degree-of-freedom servo-driven moving bise simulator.
The simulation technique involves computation of the proLlem dynamics
on a h brid com ute




i	 4-1,d	 th	 iy	 p r w c	 en a erm nes a comma" s or a mov ng
base. Instrumented maneuvering unit hand controller mockups are used
by the test subject. Signals from the hand controller mockups are used
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
This document is the result of a NASA. contract with the Denver
Division of the Martin Marietta Corporation. The overall objective of
this contract was to provide data on the performance of four configura-
tions of an Integrated Maneuvering and Life Support System (IMLSS).
The configurations differed in translational and rotational accelera-
tion levels. Also the effects of c.g, shifts and inertia cross-product
changes were investigated. One test subject, Major C.E. Whitsett, Jr,,
flew a series of four simulated space tasks for each configuration.
Each of the space task runs was repeated five times. The data gathered
will be used to support NASA Experiment M-509 "Astronaut Maneuvering
Equipment" which is to be conducted inside a_Sa.turn IVB Orbital Workshop
(OWS) as part of the Apollo Applications Program. Several of the
maneuvering tasks and part of the target configuration were representative
of the M-509 requirements. The M-509 experiment is described in referencea	
1. The IMLSS is an advanced development program joint=ly sponsored by
NASA MSC and the U. S. Air Force 6570th Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratories. The data gathered supplements the IMLSS program by pro-
viding performance data for future applications of the IMLSS, as well
as providing, a base for trade studies to optimize the IMLSS design.
Martin Marietta Corporation's Space Operations Simulation Facility,.
was used for the study. The test subject was suspended in the gimbaled
head of the six-degree-of-freedom servodriven moving base simulator,
The simulation technique involves computation of the problem dynamics
on a hybrid computer which then determines the commands for the moving
base. Instrumented maneuvering unit hand controller mockups are used
by the test subject. Signals from the hand controller mockups are used
in the hybrid program to introduce the thrust histories.
The report discusses the major parts of the program in the following






During the study one test subject performed .four designated
maneuvers (tasks) using each of three configurations of the
Integrated Maneuvering and Life Support. System (I MSS). Also$
the effects due to c. g. shifts and large inertia cross-product
terrors were investigated.- Finally a fourth 1MLSS configuration
was studied.
Pribr to collecting data the test subject was familiarized
with the simulator and the IMLSS. At the start the subject was
allowed to fly TMLSS Configuration 1 for about thirty minutes to
gain a feel, for the handling characteristics. During this time
he sequentially practiced the four maneuvers to be flown for data.
The subject was given about ten minutes of practice time for each
new configuration prior to collecting data on the maneuvers.
Data was collected for each maneuver for three practice
runs and five flight runs. The subject was briefed on the
results of his practice runs after completing them. The purpose
was to aid the subject in trying to fly the maneuver the ,same
for each IMLSS configuration,
This section discusses the maneuverst the recorded data
f orinat, and the tasty peculiar data.
1. MANEUVERS
The tasks were flown using the space structure mockup shown
in the photos of Figure 1, Aa S-shaped curtain hung from the
ceiling of the simulator room was used for the mockup. It was
approximately 20 ft. in height and 40 ft. in length. Top and side
projections of the mockup are shown in the drawing of Figure 2.
The shape of the curtain was chosen so as to permit most of the
tasks to be performed relative to one mockup The S » shape of
the curtain represents a portion of the inside of the 22 ft
diameter S.JVB workshop and an outside portion of a 10 ft. dia-
meter cylindrical space station. In the workshop section of the
mockup a horizontal strip of red tape was used to mask the transi-
tion from the cylindrical portion of the workshop (lower half on
mockup) to the dome. Four foot wide panels were used in the
	 h
workshop mockup to simulate the panels that will be used in the
	
t `

























with strips of red tape. The tape gave the subject visual cues
comparable to those he would have in the space workshop.
The initial -onditions used for each of the eight tasks are
listed in Table '" The task numbers used in the table correspond
to the numbers o il ed in the following description of the tasks,












1 -2,0 15.0 0 0 0 ,.	 90
2 0.3 .8.0 0 0 0 •-141
3
-2.5 4.0 4.8 0 0 76
4 - 1, 5 12.0 -2.5 -20 20 90
Both linear and iLngular rate initial conditions were zero.
a.	 Moving Inspection (Task 1) - Starting from a stationary
position (Table 1) the subject moved horizontally along, without
contacting, the S#curved surf ace of the mockup. 	 He followed the 4`
red horizontal transition stripe for his vertical reference.	 A
series of eight cards were hung on the mockup along the horizontal
stripe at approximately every four feet. 	 The locations of these
cards are marked with letters A thru H on the mockup layout in
Figure 2.	 Each card had five words on it as shown in 'Table II,
These words were readable from 3 ft, or less.
	 The print size used
was the same as shown in Table II.	 The subject was directed to
move along the S-curved surface and read the top word on each card
aloud for the first run in the series. 	 Yor the second run he
read the second word and so on for the other three runs.
	 The ti
subject  practiced the maneuver with different cards having com-
parable words printed on them,	 The run was terminated when the
subject read the word on the final card, 	 Any subject contacts.
with the mockup were noted.
	 The objective of the task was to
determine how well the subject could perform an inspection of j
the outside of a.10 ft. diameter space station and the inside






Table 11 Visual Task Cards for Task I
II F 'B B A
coarse severs verses acorns curses censor covers soccer
insure corner nerves nurses cornea movers waiver crease
scours mirror mosaic review soarer rumors issues nearer
rescue murmur across server scorns cranes remiss arrive
cruise l oceans Iscorer aomica Inarrow rivers s iminer onions
b. Translate Around Corner (Task 2) - This task was per-
formed around the right angle corner of the mtocicup (point Ii in
Figure 2). The subject started outfrom a, stationary position(Table X) approximately 10 ft. back from the corner along the
surface of the workshop section. He was directed to proceed at
his initial elevation parallel to the surface of the workshop to
the corner. Then he was directed to change his translational
velocity so as to move along the straight section of the mockup
to a target box (point I in Figure 2). The target box can also
be seen in the photos of Figure 1, Upon reaching the target box,
the subject had to arrest his velocity conditions enough to per-
mit him to perform two visual tasks and then pick up a small object
off the top of the box,, The visual tas l < consisted of reading a
designated word ('like number two) from a listing of eight words
on a card. There were two cards. One card was located on the
left side of the box and the other card on the right side. The
words used on the cards are shown in Table XXI. After reading
the required word on each card ) the subject picked up a small
Table XIX Visual Task Cards for Task 2
1, control 1. target
2. investigator 2. experiment
3. simulation 3, stabilize
4. alignment 4. translate
5. visual 5, facility
6. backpack 6. rotation
L maneuver 7. mockup






object off the top of the box. Once: the object was picked up the
task was ended. For each of the five runs the subject wa.a in-
formed just prior to the run to read % word next to one of the
numbers. Different cards with comparable words were used during
the practice ,runs. The objectives of this task were to determine
how well the test subject could make a 90 deg velocity change,
perform an inspection involi7ing close in maneuvering, and pick up
an object.
C. Workshop Excursion (Task 3) - Starting in a stationary
position (Tatle 1) near the right side and bottom of the workshop
section of the mockup, the subject was directed to translate across
and up the mockup to a point marked by card H (Figure 2). At this
point'he was instructed to stationkeep briefly. 'Then he translated
horizontally to , .her point marked by card B (Figure 2) . After
reaching the seco, point he was instructed to arrest his veloci-
ties and that would complete the-task. The objective of this task
was to determine how well the subject could perform a typical
M-► 509 workshop excursion task. The task involved many of the
basic tasks such as: transfer initiate,, braking, attitude changes,
velocity changes and stationkeepi.ng.
d, LM-CM Transfer (Task 4) In this task the subject had
initial conditions which simulated leaving a 11. He was facing
aray from the CM wickup (Figure 2). The subject started 3 ft.
I,eft of, 5 ft. above, and 35 ft, away from the target. He started
from a stationary position with a yaw of 90 deg, pitch of 20 deg,
and roll of 20 deg. The subject was directed to rotate in yaw
until, he saw the CM mockup# ,and then right: his. attitude. Next he
set up a transfer velocity toward the CM mockup. Upon approach-
ing the CM mockup, he was instructed to perform a braking maneuver
and make a soft contact with the hand-holds on the mockup.
2. RFCOFDEp DATA FORMAT
During the: simulation the following p arameters were monitored
in the format indicated.






(2) Body rates (p, q, r)
Body attitude (pc, 9c , Pc)	 o .
Velocity of combined e.g. (X, Y, Z)
Position of combined e.g. (X, Y, Z)
(3) End Conditions
(a) Rotation
Body rate (p, q, r)
Body attitude (Pc , IQ C , VC)
(b) Translation
V	 •	 •
Velocity of combined e.g. (X, Y, Z)





Total rotational thruster impulse (IR)
Total translational thruster impulse (IT) 	 yti,
i
Total thruster impulse (1)
Total roll thruster impulse (I^)
Total pick thruster mpuls-e ( 18)	 r
Total yaw thruster impulse O
Total longitudinal thruster impulse (IX)
Total lateral thruster impulse (Iy)	 f
Total vertical thruster impulse (YZ
b. Parameters Recorded on Strip Charts Continuously
(1) Rotation
IMLSS momentsM^^
lax' 1MMBY 9 JM iBZ
Body rates (p, q , r)
Body attitude (Ac s 9 , PCB
	
._,. 	 ....., 	 ...
	
,r




IMLSS forces (S I? 	 SFBy., 5yB2?
Velocity of combined e.g. (X, X, Z)
Position of combined e.g. (Xp X ) Z)
(3) Maneuver Characteristics
Rotational thruster impulse (I R)
Translational thruster impulse (IT)
Thruster forces (1FX, 1Fy, IFZ -- in torso coordi"nates)
c.	 Parameters Recorded on Cartesian Plots
Position of combined e.g.
X versus y
Z versus X
3. TASK PECULIAR DATA
a. 14umber of subject contacts with mockup
b. Visual tasks performed successfully
C.
	
Product of :duel and time






MANEUVERING UNIT - IMLSS
The Integrated Maneuvering and Life Support System (IMLSS)
simulated for the program is discussed in this section. Four
configurations of the IMLSS were studied. The first three conftgura-
tions were decided upon before the study, The fourth was determined
during the study. figure 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the thruster location
and Logic for Configurations Is 2, 3, and 4 respectively, The per-
formance characteristics are shown in Tables IV and V. The geometric
center of the thrust array and combined systemi s e.g. were considered
to be coincident. Also, they were positioned at the man's e.g.
(without maneuvering unit),
For the simulation the :CMLSS controllers mockup shown in
Figure 7 was used. The rest of the IMLSS was synthesized by a
,raath model in the computer. program. The coutrol,l.ers used were
finger type controllers that were available from another in-house
study. When the program was defined; it was felt that there was
no need to duplicate the flight model controllers for this type of
study. The translational controller is the left one. It has the
standard three degrees of freedom. The subject merely had to push
or pull e4e handle in the direction he desired to move. The rota-
tional controller has the standard three degree motion. Again, the
handle was used by moving it in the direction of desired rotation.
. .
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Direction Thruster Direction Thruster
Forward B B2 Pitch Down E lE 2 D02
Aft Hl H Fitch Up AlA2 G G2
Up D1 G2 Roll Deft AIE1. D 2 G 2
Down
A2 F1
Roll Right A2F2 DIG1
-Left C2 F2 Yaw Left C 1 F 2
Right C1 F1 Yaw Right C 2 F 1
Note: All thrusters are 1.55	 lbs.












Direction Thruster Direction Thruster
Forward B1 B 2 Patch	 Down D1E1
Aft Hl H2 Pitch	 Up A 2 G 2
Up D1 G2 Roll Left EIG2,
Down A2 E 1 Roll Right A 2 D 1


































_B2 Pitch Down E1 E2 D1 D2
Aft Hl H2 Pitch Up AI AZ G`1 G2
Up D1 G2 Roll Left AI E l D 2 G2
Down A2 E l Roll Right A2 E2 D I G 
Left C2 F2 Yaw Left C1 F2
Right Cl Fl 'Yaw Right. 1. C 2 Fl
Translation Rotation
Firing Firing
I	 Direction Thrusters Direction Thrusters
Forward B1B2	
x112
Pitch Down	 ^ B1B2 IT J2
Aft	 ` H.1H2	 J 1J 2 'Pitch Up H 1 H 2	 11:1,2r
,- •( D D 2 Roll Left C 2E.1




'Yaw Left I J
2..2 2
pp

























xnertiaO Moments Rotation,(slug-ft') 'Thrust level (ft-lbs) (deg/sec )
Yaw x2'z "	 4.78 2 at 1. 55 lbs 1 MBZ ~ + 1.71 ± 20.5
C Pitch 1'YY .. 18.76 4 at 1, 55 Vbs 1	 By r + 3, 38 ± 10.3
p Rollo K 1$.76 ^ at 1, 55 lbs X5. '18 ±X5.8
b Translation
Mass (slugs) Thrust level Force (lbs) (ft/eec2)
° X Long. Man ot 165 lbs K	 5,1 slugs 2 at 1,55 Ibis ?BX • + 3.09 +	 0.3
B.P. P ,167 lbs w _5 L.2 slugs
Y Lat. Tot,w 332 lbs • 10.3 slugs 2 at 1,55 ibs 1BY - ± 3.09 +	 0.3




(deg/seen)(s lug- f t Thrust level
p Yaw Same as Config. #1 2 at 1.55 lbs lmmz a + 1.71 ± 20.5
10 Pitch 2 at 1.55 iba 1MIDX " + t.68 ±	 5.2
Roll 2 at 1,55 lbs 1NMBX ow ± 2,59 +	 7.9d0
to Translation
Mass (slugs) Thrust: l,^avel Force (lbs) (ft/sec )
Long. Same as Config. #1 2 at 1.55 lbs ?BX • # 3.09 + 0.3
Y Lat. 2 at 1.55 lbs 1PBY . ± 3.09 +	 0.3
Z Vert. 2 at 1.55 lbs 1FBZ " + 3. 09 ±	 0.3
Inertia2 Moments Rotation,(slug-ft) 'Thrust level (ft- lbs) (deg/see .)
jd
IG
Yaw Same as Config. #1 2 at 1.03 lbs YMMBZ~ ± 1,13 + 13.6.
c^1 Pitch 4 at 1 .03 lbs 1MMBYw ± 2.23 +	 6.8
L
4 at 1. 03 lbs IiBX + 3.45 ± 10.5
^dH
Translgion
Mass	 (slugs) Thrust level Force (lbs) (ft/sac
X Tong. Same as Config. #1 2 at 1,55 lbs IPBX = + 3.09 ±	 0.3
Y Lat. 2 at 1.03 lbs 1FBX - + 2.06 ±	 0.2'
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1.	 SPACE OPERATIONS SIMUTATION FACILITY
Simulation experience, gained front 	 of space problems
over the past several years, has provided the base for determining;
the present configuration of the Space Operations Sirmilator (SOS)
facility used in this pro,, ;ram. Sinn.lator design and perfnrmunce
requirements have bcen considered and published (Ref. 1). The Space
Operations Simulator facility, shown in Figure 8, consists of five
Interdependent parts -- the moving base carriage, the control capsule,
simulation instrumentation, the test monitor station, and the hybrid
computational equipment.
Figure 8	 Sira,lator Facility	 Figure 9	 Moving Base
a.	 Moving Base Carriage - The Martin Marietta moving; base
carriage (Figure 9) utilizes the "powered" simulation approach
rather than the "free-motion" approach. A 90 by 32 by 24 foot room,
providing an 8640 cubic foot maneuvering volume, houses Lite moving
base which is servodriven in three translational axes and three
rotational axes. The base of the carriage translates the length of
the room on three rails and is driven by four one horsepower AC
motors which engage two gear racks mounted on the floor.. The verti-
cal pedestal translates on rollers and rails laterally on the base
structure and is d -iven by two one horsepower AC servomotors. 11.e
gimbaled head located on the front o_` the pedestal is supported by
a set of negator springs and a counterbalance weight. This system
effectively counterbalances the weight of the gimbaled head and its
payload. Two one-quarter horsepower DC motors, which engage two




Figure 10 Gimbaled Head
power for the vertical translation. The gimbaled Fe.-4 "1-',-,re 10)
has been designed to provide maximum safety and freedom,. oj. tiotion
fcr the test subject. Motors and gear drives are enclost" in the
structure of the gimbals. Thy: gimbal sequence of roll, pitch and
yaw was selected because it allows all three drive axes to nominally
pass through the c.g. of the test subject. Thus, counterbalance and
overhanging moment problems on the gimbal axes are minimized. Each
gimbal is driven by a one-quarter horsepowe r,: DC motor. The overall
weight of the mcving base carriage is .5000 lbs. Sirrulator performance
is shown in Table VI.
Table VI Moving Base Performance
Longitudinal Lateral Vertical
Travel (ft) 60.0 + 6.0 + 6.0
Velocity (fps) 3.0 3.0 3.0
Acceleration (fps 2 ) 6.0 3.0 3.0
(toll Pitch Yaw
+ 1.0 + 3.8 + 3.1Tra,, el	 (rad)
Velocity (rad/ sec) 2.0 2. 0 2.0









b.	 Control Capsule - Several control capsul.:s have been in
operation in the SOS laboratory; however, the one that seems to
provide desired flexibility is shown in Figure 11. This mockup has
a two-man capacity and contains sufficient display and control in-
struments to allow several types of space mission tests to be n ► n.
These tests include both manual and automatic piloting and ground
tracking; as well as aerial tracking. Normally, a flight requires
the use of both the out.-the-window scene and several instruments.





(1) Limb Motion Sensor (LIMS) - For many of the manned
simulations (EVA, IVA, Maneuvering Units, etc.) it is necessary to
compute c.g. -rifts and inertia changes as a function of limb
position. Also, the case. of some maneuvering unit3 (111MU for example),
the orientation of a thrust vector relative to the subject's torso
must be known. The LIMS (Figure 12) was designed to fill this need.
Figure 10 shows the test subject wearing the LIMS during the si.m ► la-
tion. By monitoring the orientation of each of the body pivot points
and knowing the length of the connecting links, the dynamic effects
of c.g. shifts, inertia changes and self-induced rotations can be
computed and introduced properly into the problem. Also, the orien-
tation and location of thrust vectors for simulated handguns can be
computed using LIMS extensions.
(2) Load Cell Array - For EVA/ IVA simulations  where the
test subject is in contact with the simulated space station, the




Figure 12 Limb Motion Sensor Fibur.c J-J H; . r id Computer
FA
siiintlate the problem. In the SOR facility, an array of load cells
is used to measure the contact conditions. The worksite or vehicle
mockup is mounted on a load-sensing platform which is an equilateral
triam, le with two load cells at each apex. The load cells are mechani-
cally attached to the platform with pairs of flexure joints. The
total configuration is syimw.trical about any axis that contains the
centroid and any apex of the triangle. This part of the instruuu-ntation
was not used for this study.
d.	 Test Monitor Station - Simulator operation is controlled
by an engineer at a test monitor statiun. From the monitor panel
tie cyan observe the test subject on a TV monitor. In addition he has
control of the servopower to the moving base and the computer control
signals. Also, a wide range of test points can be monitored. The
monitor station provides another safety check on the proper function-
ing of the simulator. The engineer can override the computer and
remove power from the moving base at eny time.
e .	 Computational Equ ipmint - The simulator  i s supported by two
computer systems. One system contains four EAI 231R computers located
as an integral part of the facility. The other consists of a 1,ybr ! i
computer (Figure 13) installation consisting of three EAI 8800 analog
computers, one EAI digital computer, and one EAI 8930 linkage sub-
system. The hybrid computer was used for this program. One of the
EAI 8800 analogy; computers and the EAI digital computer were required.
2.	 SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
The information flow of the mobility aid sinulation technique
is shown in Figure 14.	 A test subject is suspended from the inner
gimbal ring of the moving base simulator (Figure 10). The test sub-
ject can maneuver in %he room using the controls of the simulated
21
Figure 14 Simulation Information Flow
maneuvering unit. A math model of the maneuvering unit including
switching logic is contained in the computer program. A Limb Motion
Sensor (LIMS) attached to the test subject's body is used to monitor
the position of the various body segments. Information from the
LIMS, along with thrust initiate signals from the maneuvering unit
controls, is used b y the hybrid computer to determine continuously
the positional servocommands for the moving base and gimbals. The
computer program contains the equations of motion and approximates
the test subject by a model man consisting of nine rigid body seg-
ments. When the subject comes in contact with the worksite, the
contact forces and moments, as measured by a set of load cells, are
sent to the computer. The effects of the contact forces and moments
on the test subject's motion are computed by the hybrid program and
the sim lator positional commands are modified accordingly. Thus,
the test subject moves dynamically about the room or worksite as
if he was working in zero "g". For this si-dy the worksite with a
load cell array was not required.
3. ANATNTICAL SYSTEM
a.	 Model of : 4.n - A mathematical r..)del which approximates the
complicated and variable mass distribut.'.)n of the human body must be
defined before an analytic investigatin , -, can begin. Hanavan (Ref. 4)
developed a model of the human body ,-.omprised of fifteen rigid body
segments. A modification of this :,odel to nine rigid body segments
(Figure 15) was made by Wooley (Ref, 5) who analyzed the biomechanical
22
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Figure 15 Segmented Model of Man
properties of man and demonstrated that the segment masses, centers
of gravity, pivot points, and moments of inertia can be exp:_.3sed
solely as a function of man's weight. Thus, using :van's weight as
the only program input, the inertia properties and geometric dimen-
sions for each of	 model segments can be determined. The formulas
which describe this nine segment model man as a function of the
subject's weight are contained in Appendix I.
b.	 Leiivation of Dynamical Equations - Nomenclature used in
deriving the equations of motion is defined as follows: A single
bar above a quantity denotes a vector, two bars a dyadic; similarly
a dot above a quantity denotes the first time derivative, two dots
denote the second time derivative.
ti
A subscript appearing to the left of a
the reference frame in which the derivative
is present (or the subscript is 0) then the
inertially fixed. i refers to a typical ri
the reference frame fixed in rigid body i.
of mass.
vector or dyadic indicates
is taken. If no subscript
reference frame is
gid body in the system or
cg refers to the center
23
r	 position vector from the cg of the system to the cg
of the ith segment,	 m
I	 inertia dyadic of ith segment about eg of ith segment.
Wij	 angular velocity of body i relative to reference frame J.
mi = mass of segment i.
m 
T Emi mass of total system.,i





= sum of external forces acting on system m.
Rl = position vector from inertial frame to eg of segment 1.
i
R	 = position vector from inertial frame to cg of the com-
m	 posite center of mass of system m,




	 angular momentum of man system about center of mass of
man system.
D	 transformation matrix from segment i to segment J.
,j
Pi , Ai , V, three axis Ruler angles which define the attitude
;3
of body i.
Subscript J refers to segment #14, which is a jet thruster maneuver- i
ing unit such as a backpack, hand held gun, or jet shoes.
10 J force due to jet thrusters.
10M1 = moment about eg of body #10 due to jet thrusters.
JT
moment about cg of human system due to jet thrusters,:
In essence, the dynamical problem consists of a system that is







bthat the initial constitution of the system does not change. That
is, if rigid body i is attached to rigid body , j through a joint,
then the relative orientation of i and j may vary, but the point
of attachment must remain common to both rigid bodies.
Now the col.lecticn of rigid bodies that comprise the human
system will be explained in more detail., leading to the determina-
tion of the motion of each rigid body. Since the orientation of
one rigid body relative to another is a known output of LIMS, then
knowing the orientation and translation of one rigid body in the
system relative to an inertial frame allows one to determine the
motion of all segments relative to the fixed reference. Thus the
complete dynamical equations for this system can be determined, if
the inertial motion of one segment is determined. This principle
is used in the operation of the servodriven simulator where only
one rigid body in a system is attached, to the simulator, and thus
the entire system is positioned. Since the object of thecomputer
program is to supply commands to the simulatoro so that the system
can move in accordance with the dynamical equations of motion, and
the simulator acts on the system by being rigidly attached to only
one segment of the system, the desired end result of this analysis
`	 is to obt_air. the equation of motion of one segment in the system.
Now the motion of a single segment will be obtained (we arbitrarily
choose segment number one). The motion of this segxent is completely
descrilyed by the three axis Euler angles,. Ply 01, Yl and the posi-tion vector R1.
The rotational equations which describe the orientation of each
body will be derived by finding the angular momentum of the system
relative to the composite center of mass, and d^fferentiating in an
inertial frame. Figure 16 illustrates the system under consideration.
Using the fact that the angular momentum of rigid body i about
point Q is equal to the angular momentum of i ,about the eg of i plus
the angular momentum of i about Q^ computed as though i was a single
particle located at the eg of i with mass equal to the total mass of
1 X10 + mi (ri x ri)	 (9)
Since the angular momentum of a set of rigid bodies about point





 =	 Hi	 (10)
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SEGMENT I ( =2,3, , , 10)
OF SEGMENT i.
SL
cg of a system of rigid bodies to the inertial time derivative of
the angular momentum of the system about the composite cg yields
m = H	 (11)
Because kl is determined in a rotating frame, the inertial deri -
vative of HT will be expressed in terms of the derivative of cif, taken
in the rotating reference frame, and the angular velocity of this
reference frame with respect to an inertielly fixed reference.;
HT IHT + w10 x 1HT	 (12)
1H	 CM - W10 x 1HT )dt	 (13)
T f( from egns . U., 12)
Now to extract w10 from the other terms that comprise HT we use
wi0 w10 + wil
ri 1ri + 
w10 x 1ri	 (15)
Equation (9) can be expressed as
H	 I	 (w +	 ) +m r x (r + w x r ) (16)
i	 ^,	 10	 ^. ^.	 i 1 i	 1 !.	 10	 1 i
(9 , 140 15)
Using the identity
1ri x Pi0 x 1r i)	 [(I ; i * lri)U " lri 1ri , w10' (17)
where U is the unit dyadic, equation(16) can be written
i	 i	 i	 1 i 1 i	 1 i 1 ii]) 10
(16, 17)
+ Ti wit + mi(lri x rd	 (18)
The variables Iii, mi , Ii , w11, 
1
ri and Mm, are all known quan-






segments from the model of man, the angles between adjacent segments
from LIMS, and external forces and minents acting on the system from










=where A is the known matrix xi + mi (1ri 1rdu °' 1xi iri
and B is the known, vectors 
1,  Wit + mi(1ri X. lri)
Equation (1$, 'which, expressed in terms of the known matrix A
and vector B, is
A 
	 10 + B	 ' `^10 ' ^f 0 + 3)] dt 	 (20)m
(13, 19)
M
Since A is non singular,
W10
X7 1 ,
	.. cued x (A • 1.010 +3 dt: B	 (2.1)
(20) V	 or
The time derivative of the Eider angles for body 1 is given by
p1	 cosy1/cosbl1 }	 sinyI/cosO1	 0
G	 s inp
	 cos^d	 0	 is
^.	 ^-	 l	 10 	10
^d	 -cosVd sinO /cos9	 sinJ sinC /coso	 1
^.	 1	 I l 	I1	 1	 (22)
T	 Ar1 ^	 M	 i^ x (A w + B) dt - B ^dt 23
m	 10	 10
(21 0 22
The other required quar,t ity, the translational. command R,, can be
obtained by applying Newtons second law.
Fm r•	 ( 24)
where P is the sum of external forces which are due to the
m
action of ,het thrusters.





m(Rl '- rl)	 ^6,)
Thus the translational comm ad is:
r
Rl	 in dt + rl 	 (27)
m
o. Hybrid Program » The above equations wmre programmed on an
EAI 8900 hybrid computing system, The organization of this computer
program is explained in the logic flow diagram (Figure 17), ".Chips
Aiagram illustrates how the output of phys ical mechanisms # such as
LZMS and a load cell array (not required for this study) are com-
bined in real time according to the developed dynamical equations
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Data from the runs for evaluating the IMLSS performance are dis-
cussed in this section. The IMLSS configurations are those presented
in Section. III and, the tasks are those presented in Section II. All
data is coded according to: configuration number, task number, and
the perturbation as required. The test subject was Major C. E.
Whitsett, Jr. The testing was performed in the following order:l) Configuration 1, 2) Configuration 2, 3) Configuration 3,
4) Config^iration 1 with c.g. shift, 5) Configuration 1 with inertia
cross products, and 6) Configuration 4. The data presented in this
section is grouped according to this configuration breakdown. Table
VII is a summary of the inertia and mass properties used during each
part of the study. These properties were held constant for each part.
The subject performed the tasks suspended in the gimbaled head of
the simulator as shown in Figure 18. His hands were positioned on .
the controllers as shown. Figure 18 shows the subject performing the
moving inspection (Task 1). Figures 19, 20, and 21 show the subject
performing, respectively, the translate around corner (Task 2), work-
shop excursion (Task 3), and LM-CM transfer (Task 4),
Before any data was taken, the subject was given ample time to
practice flying a given configuration a«d task. This time allowed the
subject to become familiar with the performance of a configuration
for a particular task. The subject then flew 'three successive practice
runs during which data was taken. This data was then summarized and
discussed with the subject. The purpose was to aid the subject in'
flying the tasks consistently for the five data runs. The data for
the study follows.
1.	 IMLSS CONFIGURATION 16, DATA
The subject's translational motions for tasks 1, 2, 3, and 4,
flying IMLSS configuration 1, are shown in figures 22, 23, 24, and
21, respectively.- Strip chart continuous data for Task 3 are shown in
Figure 25 and 26. Figure 25 contains the parameters recorded on re -
corders 1 and 2. Recorder. 1 parameters include the body moments, angular
rates, and angles. Recorder 2 parameters include the inertial forces,
velocities, and displacements. Figure 26 contains the parameters re -
corded on recorders 3 and 4. Recorder 3 parameters include tranYsla-
tioral irapulse, rotational impulse, total impulse, yaw attitude angle,
Z displacement. Recorder 4 parameters include the six hand controller
signals. The end conditions, maximum rat' es, and average rates for
tasks 1, 1, 3, and 4 are shown in Table VIII, IX, X, and XI, respectively.
Both the practice and data run values ar, summarized in the tables. *In
task 1 the sub je;c t read one word wrong. There were no mockup contacts
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Figure lb	 Subject Ferforining 'Task 1 with IMLSS
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2,,	 IMLSS CONFIGURATION 2 DATA
The subject's translational motions for tasks 1, 2 1 3, and 4,
flying IMLSS configuration 2, are shown in Figure-i 28, 29, 30, and 33,
respectively. Strip chart continuous data for task 3 are shown in
Figures 31 and 32. The end conditions, maximum rates, and average rates
for tasks 1, 2 0 3, and 4 are shown in Tables XII, XIII, XV, respectively.
The subject completed all visual tasks successfully. The object in
task 2 was picked up successfully, and there were no mockup contacts
3. IMLSS CONFIGURATION 3 DATA
The subject's translational motions for tasks 1, 2 1 3, and 4,
flying IMLSS configuration 3, are shown in Figures 34, 35, 36, and 39,
respectively. Strip chart continuous data for task 3 are shown in Figures
37 and 38. The end conditions, maximum rates, and average rates for
tasks 1, 2, 3 0 and 4 are shown in Tablas XVI, XVII I XVIII, and XIX,
respectively. The subject completed all visual tasks successfully. The
object in task 2 was picked up successfully, and there were no mockup
contacts.
4. UALSS CONFIGURATION 1 WITH C.G. SHIFT
Two e.g. shifts were investigated. Performance of the IMLSS,for
configura ,'Lon 1 was investigated for tasks 3 and 4.
a6 Lateral e.g. Shift - The backpack mass was shifted 0.5 ft. to
the left (negative Y). This shifted the system e.g. 0625 ft. to the
Left. For this e.g. shift, firing the longitudinal thrusters causes
yaw rotational coupling, and firing the vertical thrusters cause.; a
roll rotational coupling. The subject's translational motions for tasks
3 and 4 are shown in Figures 40 and 43, respectively. Strip chart con-
tinucus data for task 3 are shown in Figures 41 and 42. The end condi-
tions, maximum rates, and average rates for tasks 3 and 4 are shown in
Tables XX and XXI, respectively.
b. Vertical e.g. Shift 	 The backpack mass was shifted 1.0 ft. up
(negative Z). This shifted the system e.g. 0.5 ft. up. For this c.g.
shift, firing the longitudinal thrusters causes a pitch rotational
coupling, and firing the lateral thrusters causes a roll rotational
coupLing. The subject's translational motions for tasks 3 and 4 are
shown in Figures 44 and 47, respectively. Strip chart continuous data
for task 3 are shown in Figures 45 and 46. The end condition, maximum





5. IMLSS CONFIGURATION 1 WITH INERTIA CROSS-PRODUCTS
The performance of the IMLSS (Confg. 1) was investigated for
ong inertia dyadic change. I was made equal to a negative 4 slug-
ft . The other cross-productxEerms were kept zero. Also, the principle
inertias we re not changed (,aZ 4.78 slug-ft 2 ar,d Iyy - Ixx- 18.76
slug-ft ). Introducing the IxZ cross-product rotated the principle
axes of the new system up fifteen degrees from the man's torso reference
axes. A derivation of the equations required for this computation
appear in Appendix II.
The subject's translational, motions for tasks 3 and 4 are shown
in Figures 48 and 51, respectively. Strip chart continuous data for
task 3 are shown in Figures 49 and 50. The end conditions, maximum
rates, and average rates for tasks 3 and 4 are shown in Tables XXIV and
XXV, respectively.	 d
6. IMLSS CONFIGURATION 4 DATA
After investigating the first three IMLSS configurations, a
fourth configuration was evolved; It was based mainly on the test
subject's opinion of flying quality for configuratio2s 1, 2, and 3.
The translational accelerations used were 0.3 ft/sec in all tree
directions. The r2tational accelerations used were 16 deg/sec in
yaw anal 11 deg/sec in roll and pitch. 	 -
The subject's translational motions for tasks 3 and 4 are shown
in Figures 52 and 55, respectively. Strip chart continuous data for
task 3 are shown in Figures 53 and "4. The end conditions, maximum
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The test subject relt that the 0 . 3 ft/sec t linear acceleration
level for Configuration 1 gave him about the right degree of trans-
lational control authority. 'Therefore this level was used for
Configuration 4. The 0 . 2 ft/sec t in the lateral and vertical
directions for Configuration 3 was too sluggish. Also, he felt
that the difference in acceleration levels between the lateral
and vertical and the longitudinal (Config. 3) was a disadvantage.
A balanced system in translation was preferred. In the subject's
opinion the 0.44 ft/ sec t acceleration level of the Air Force AMU
(studied in the previous simulation) was a little too high. He
felt that the desirable bounds on linear acceleration would be
0.3 ft/sec`' to 0.4 ft,'sec2.
In rotational control the subject preferred the acceleration
levels of Configuration 4 (yaw - 16 deg/ sec t , roll and pitch 11
deg/sec 2). He wanted Lhe yaw acceleration level higher than the
roll and pitch. Also, he wanted the roll and pitch accelerations
the same. This selection of levels was based on how Configurations
1 0 2, and 3 performed during .he first part of tre study. The
subject felt that the yaw acceleration of 20 deg/sec t of Config-
uration 1 was a little too high for best performance of the
selected tasks. He felt the roll and pitch acceleration levels
of Configuration 1 (pitch - 10.3 deg/sec 2 and roll - 15.8 deg/sect),
were acceptab'.e, but it would be better if they were balanced.
The pitch (5.2 deg/sec 2) and roll (7.9 deg/sec t ) accelerations of
Configuration 3 were a little l^w. For Configuration 3 the subject
felt that the yaw (13.6 deg/ sec ) and pitch (6.8 deg/ sec 2) accel-
erations were a little low. The subject concluded that the yaw
acceleration should be 20 deg/sec 2 or less, and he preferred
16 dPg/sec2. tie felt that the pitch and roll accelerations should
be balanced and be 15 deg/sec 2 or less. He preferred 11 deg/sec2.
In the subject's opinion the c.g shifts and inertia cross-
product change, which were investigated, are close to an allowable
maximum. Larger changes would degrade the performance of the
I.MLSS too significantly. For the ru-.s involving a c.g. shift,
the handling properties of the IMLSS were considerably complicated
by the coupling of the translation rantrol with the rotational
control. The subject had to Eccelerate in a series of steps.
In between each step he corrected :,is attitude. The subject felt
that the vertical c.g. shift wa , easier to handle than the
lateral c.g. shift. This prn*_•ably was due to the lower level
of rotational coupling fo. the vertical shift than the lateral
shift. The subject rapidly learned to contend with the coupling
and started to use the coupling to his advantage when possible.
V.
For the runs where the inertia dyadic was changed by intro-
ducing an I K7, term, the subject felt that the tasks were con-
sidera} ly mo-:e difficult to fly. lie felt that this perturbation
was mere difficult to contend with than the c.g. shift. lie
stated tIL .L the physical motions resulting from th _ rotational
coupli z between axes were hard to predict. However, he could
rsadily perfarm Lhe tasks with the inertia dyadic change.
8.	 IMLSS HAND CONTROLLER CHARACTERISTICS
The mininum input characteristics of the IMLSS hand controller
mockups were investigated. Tests were run for a series of ten
positive minimum inputs in series and then ten positive and ten
negative minimum inputs in series. This was performed one axis
at a time. A digital print out was taken at the end of each series
of inputs. The total time of the series of inputs and the average
input are shown in Table XVIII. Strip chart tracer of the inputs
are shown in Figure 56. the average minimum input considering all
six axes is 0.14 sec. This miniimim inp!lt condition on linear
velocity aid not limit the subject's translational performance.
Therefore, for a translational acceleration level of 0.3 ft/sect,
the minimum velocity change that the subject could input was 0.042
rt/sec. This minimum input condition on linear velocity did not
limit the subject's translational performance. For a rotational
acceleration level of 11 deg/sec , the minirmim velocity change
that the subject could input was 1 54 deg/sec. For a yaw rotational
acceleration level o.L 20,5 deg/sec t (Config. #1), the minimum velocity
change that the subject could input was 2.87 deg/sec. These minimum
input conditions on rotational velocity -.id limit the subject's ro-
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The most important conclusions of the study are based on the sub-
ject's opinions of the flying quality of the IMLSS configurations.
Based on the experience gained during this simulation and the previous
simulation involving the Air Force AMU (Reference 2), the subject con-
cluded that acceptable linear acceleratioq bouVs are 0.3 to 0.4 ft/sec-.
Major C. E. Whitsett, Jr. preferred 0.3 ft/sec for linear acceleration.
Also, the system should be balanced in translation. This means that all
the translational directions should have the same acceleration level.
In rotational control the subject preferred the acceleration levels
of Configuration 4 (yaw-16 deg/sec t , roll and pitch-11 deg/sec ). lie
wanted the yaw acceleration higher than the pitch and roll accelerations.2
He concluded that the bounds on the yaw acceleration should be 20 deg/sec
or less. lie felt that the pitch and roll accelerations should be balanced
and be 15 deg/sec t or less. It is of interest to note that the subject
preferred a higher acceleration level in yaw than in pitch or roll, It
appears that this results from the physical angular rate conditions the
human body is accustomed to. In daily operations a person uses consi-
derably higher yaw rates than pitch and roll.
In the subject's opinion the c.g. shifts and inertia cross-product
change, which wt_re investigated, are close to an allowable maximum.
The lateral total system c.g. shift investigated was 0.25 ft, and the
vertical c.^, shift was 0.5 ft. The cross-product change consisted of
introducing an I
	
term of a negative 4 slug-ft 2 . It was felt that
larger changes would degrade the TMLSS's performance and control quali-
ties too significantly. The subject learned to contend with the c.g.
shift perturbations more readily than the inertia cross-product change
perturbations. This would be expected because in terms of physical
motions the former is more easily understood than the later.
Table XXIX is a summary of tasks 1 and 2 end conditions, maximum
r!.tes, and average rates for IMLSS c-rif'.gurations 1, 2, and 3. Table
XXX is a summary of tasks 3 and 4 end conditions, maximum rates, and
average rates for IMLSS configurations 1, 2, 3 and 4. The values shown
in the Tables are the five run averages as listed on the data sheets
of Section V. The summary tables show that the subject flew the four
tasks consistently for all four of the configurations. This can be
concluded by observing any of the data. The data for task 4 is taken
as an example. The average flight times for the runs varied from 72
sec to 77 sec. This is within the individual run variation. The
subject's end potition (X, Y, and Z) varied by 0.4 ft in the worst case.
his final attitude (0, A, and 4) varied by 7 deg in the worst case, His
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degree of variation of the data between configurations can be observed
in the translational plots of Section V. The conclusion drawn fr.•orr. this
data is that all the acceleration levels investigated were acceptable.
This agrees with the test subject's opinion on acceptable acceleration
bounds, fie found all of the acceleration levels investigated acceptable,
but he did prefer certain levels.
For most parameters the data for IMLSS configuration 4 is not
significantly different from the other configuration data to con-
clude that the subject performed better using configuration 4.
However, a trend can be seen in the total rotational irrrpulse data.
The rotational impulse used for tasks 3 and 4 0 flying configuratiou
4 9 is lower than that used for any other configuration. This
trend would he more noticeable if tasks 3 and 4 contained more attitude
maneuvering. It is interesting to note that in many of the para-
nwters the variation of the averages between configurations is
lower than Lhe run to nin maxirmim deviations.
'rable XXXI sunmiarizes this point for translational impulse, rota-
tional impulse, flight time and the product of tiroe and impulse. ThL
table lists the maximum deviation for the five run series for each con-
figuration. The averages of these maximum deviations is also ind{cated.
The maximum deviations between the averages (for each configuration) of
Tables XXIX and XXX are shown. For example, the data for task 4 shows
the translational impulse has a 6.2 lb-sec av-• rage, run to run, maximum
deviation. The maximum, configuration to configuration, deviation
(from Table XXX) is 5.1 lb-sec. Thus the variation in data due to the
ILSS configuration changes is comparable to the run to run variations.
Table XXXII summarizes the impulse data for tasks 1, 2, 3 and 4
for configurations 1, 2 and 3. The total impulse required to perform
the four tasks for each config • iration is shown. Then this comparison
is based on data from four tasks. The total flight times (sec) for
configurations 1, 2, and 3 are 330, 331 and 316, respectively. The
total impulses (lb-sec) for configurations 1, 2 and 3 are 159.7, 153.4
and 162.5, respectively. Again the variations between configurations
a_e small.
The overall conclusion drawn from examining and reviewing the
data is that the acceleration levels investigated are acceptable.
Differences in performance data would appear if 1) larger acceleration
level. changes were introduced or 2) rr nre restricted tasks were flown.
The latter refers to the possibility of flying from instruments over
longer periods of time. For example, the subject could fly a station
keeping task for ten minutes from instruments.
Tables XXXIII and XXXIV summarize all of the data for task 3 and
4, respectively. The five run averages are the values listed. The
J C3


















































































































1 74 10.1 2.4 1.7 '14.3 3.2 1.6 2.3 7.2 21.5
2 84 8.1 8.9 1.4 18.4 5.6 4.6 3.5 13.6 32.0
3 99 20.3 7.4 1.5 29.2 7.4 5.3 12.1 25.9 55.1
4 73 22.7 4.4 3.8 30.8 6.9 5.5 7.8 20.3 51.1
Tot g 1 3 30 61.2 2 +. 1 -8.1. 92. 7 23.1 17.0 25.7 67.0 159.1
I
1 70 12.2 1.4 2.0 15.1 3.6 .9 5.8 10.3 25.4
2 81 8.3 11.2 j	 2.9 22.4 2.1 1.2 4.1 7.4 29.8
O
3 108 18.1 6.3 1.E 26.2 5.0 5.0 12.0 22.0 48.3




Total 331 61.0 23.1 10.9 93.3 14.7 8 .7 31.5 54.7 153.4
1 70 12.1 3.3 2.7 18.1 4.0 1.3 6.4 11.8 29.8
2 76 11.1 10.; 2.:3 23.9 3.8 .5 6.4 10.9 34.9
a
I
3 94 21.5 4.3 2.1 27.9 7.5 10.6 10.5 28.6 56.5
ro 4 76 26.6 3.6 1.9 25.7 5.4 2.8 7.0 15.1 41.3
o0
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abject controlled his final conditions as
as without. In order to do this, the
lore on his flying during the runs with the
t time for task 4 went up when the pertur-
trend in the flight time for task 3 cannot
all , variations. The increases in impulses
o perturbations can be observed. The lateral
of
c.g. shift (#I) introduces couplings of longi' dinal control to yaw
control and verLical control to roll control. The data shows an increase
in both yaw and roll impulses t3 perform tasks 3 and 4 for c.g. shift
#1	 A vertical c.g. shift(#2) introduces couplings of longitudinal
control to pitch control and lateral control to yaw control. The data
shows an increase in both pitch and roll impulses to perform tasks 3
and 4 for c.g. shift #2. A rotational coupling between roll and yaw
is introduced by the inertia cress-product change. Ln the data summary
it can be seen that all three rotational impulses increased for both
tasks 3 and 4. Apparently, the subject taxed his pitch control more
because of the difficulty in controlling roll 	 d yaw. The subject
feltthat flying with the inertia cross-product	 rturbation was consi-





The following equations express the segment innsses, moments of
inertia, centers of gravity and pivot points for the nine segment model
man as a function of the man's weight.
1. SEGMENT MASSES (SLUGS)
m 1 = Km (0.47W + 12.0)	 (28)
m2 = m3 = Km (0.04W - 1.45)
	 (29)
m4 = m5 = Km (0.025W + 0.1)	 (30)
m6 = m 7 = Km (0.09W + 1.6)	 (31)
ms = m9 = Km (0.065W - 0.2)	 (32)





(33)M	 29.3W + 389
2. SEGMENT MASS CENTERS AND PIVOT POINTS (FT)
With reference to Figure 57, the segment mass and pivot point
dimensions  are
S1 = 0.00196W + 0.388 (34)
S 2 = 0.00135W + 0.916 (35)
S 3 = 0.000422W + 0.208 (36)
L, = 0.0038W + 2.117
	 (37)
L2 = L3 = 0.00132W + 0.768
	 (38)
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aL6 - L 7 - 0.000729W + 1.324 (39)
,\ 1	 a 0.00145W +	 1.55 (40)
.12 - /3.  0.000145W + 0.355 (4i)
4 -	 - 0.000658W	 + 0.456 (42)
=	
-.0.00041,' + 0.828 (43)6
8 - 9 - 0.00106W + 0.597 (44)
3.	 SEGMENT INERTIAS, SLUG-FEET2
1 1 lxx - 0.0146W - 0.576 (45)
1 1 lyy - 0.0137W	 0.536 (46)
1 1 1zz - 0.00331W -	 0.243 (47)
2 1 2xx 212 - 313xx ^ 3yy13	
0.00022W - 0.0127 (48)
yy
2 12zz  3 1 3zz + 0.0000268W - 0.00243 (49)




0.000159W - 0.00781 (50)
4 14zz 515zz
0.0000112W	 - 0.000768 (51)
6 1 6xx - 616 17	 - 0.000656W - 0.0373
(52)
yy 7yy
6 1 6zz y	 717zz 0.00019W - 0.0142
(53)





- 0.000859W - 0.0534 (55)




(Both sides are symmetrical)
S1











The following equat{.ons express the rotation of the principal axis
due to a non-diagonal inertia dyadic term (I ).
xz
1.	 TRANSFORMATION
With reference to Figure 58 consider the transformation from the
rnprimed system to the primed system by an angle A.
f ^
Figure 58 - Coordinate Transform.-,:ion
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	x^	 rMcosA	 0	 - sinA	 x
	
y	 1	 0	 y	 (57)
	
^. z	 s i aA	 0	 cosA	 L z
2.	 CALCULATIONS
Then when operating on the inertia dyadic in the unprimed system,
















y - 18.76 slug-ft2
1 z - 4.78 slug-ft2
1 x - -4 slug-ft2
then a rotation of I to I'	 will	 cause	 Ix '	 to go to zero.
cosA = CA,	 sinA = SA
I I - TT IT (59)
I' 0	 0 CA 0	 SA	 1	 0	 -1	 CA 0	 -SA
xx xx	 xz
1 y	 0	 - 0 1	 0	 0	 Iyy	 0	 t) 1	 0	 (60)
0 0	 I -Sl 0	 CA	 - I	 0	 I	 SA 0	 CA
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K ± (K + 4) 
ACA2
or,
5A - - — 2CA




a n A- - K( K +)	 Ow.2
-2
(- K + ( K2 + 4) ^)
K	 3.50
tan A - .27 or -3.77
A	 150 or	 750 (Compliment of A)
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